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IETF-87 Berlin to Now

• draft-dawes-logme-requirements describes requirements for an indicator that SIP signalling is of interest to logging

• Discussion of draft-dawes-logme-requirements-02 in Berlin concluded that there is enough interest and motivation in the WG to start the work

• After IETF-87 insipid charter was been updated to include defining an indicator that can be added to the SIP protocol to request that signalling should be logged
Proposal

• Draft updated to -03 in response to some comments on the potential solutions outlined in clause 7
• Requirements clauses are stable, recent discussion has been confined to potential solutions
• Propose to adopt -03 as an insipid working group draft (with clause 7 “Potential Solutions” removed) as requirements for an indicator that SIP signalling should be logged.
• Author will continue to work on potential solutions in a new draft